The African Gender Institute’s Young Women’s Leadership Project invites you to:

An evening of poetry, film and dialogue about women’s sexuality with poet Toni Stuart and a screening of Kali van der Merwe’s award-winning documentary, Doing It!

Toni Stuart - Poet

Toni Stuart uses poetry to bring voice to issues of sexuality amidst taboos on speaking about sex. The event includes a poetry performance and a screening of Kali van der Merwe’s Doing It!, a film about four young South African women and the dangers, power and pleasures of exploring their sexuality. The screening will be followed by a discussion about agency and boundaries in expressing sexuality.

This event is part of the Young Women’s Leadership Project in Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights at the AGI. The project conducts action research that aims to create safe spaces for students to raise questions and speak about sexual boundaries, sexual violence and sexual exploration.

WEDNESDAY 25 SEPTEMBER 2013
6pm - 9pm
Centre for African Studies Gallery
Harry Oppenheimer Institute Building, UCT

TRIGGER WARNING: Programme contains discussion of sexual violence

Please contact Barbara Boswell for more information at barbara.boswell@uct.ac.za